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Solid State has launched an innovative, next-generation iPad-based IFE solution designed to meet
airlines' evolving IFE needs. We have taken all we have learned from previous iPad-based solutions, the
latest in iOS advancements and our experience with mass deployments to deliver a zero-touch, end-toend solution; making this the most flexible and reliable iPad-based IFE product on the market.
Early Window Content
As a Hollywood-approved early window
content provider, Solid State can work with
your CSP to deliver the latest Hollywood movie
and TV content to your passengers. As well,
Solid State offers a full suite of international
magazines available natively within our
application, and of course the latest and
greatest App Store Games to keep your
passengers entertained throughout their
flight.

Customization Features
Every device features a beautiful, customized design based on your carrier’s branding and specific user
experience requirements. And Solid State can provide more. Need a moving map? Want to allow
customers to order duty-free from their seat? Solid State’s world-class developers can develop a custom
designed solution to meet your specific requirements, or we can integrate with any existing third-party
solution.
Improved Passenger Experience
Solid State’s user interface is easy-to-use and can
be adjusted to ensure that all customers can
enjoy the IFE experience. Solid State’s application
offers multiple accessibility options such as
light/dark display, bold text and Apple’s
VoiceOver feature to help hearing and visually
impaired passengers enjoy the most inclusive
onboard IFE experience in the industry.
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Remote Updates & Content Management
Solid State Inflight’s IFE solution has a sophisticated back-end content management system that
enables seamless, remote content updates, which can be delivered monthly, weekly, daily or even at
the last minute – providing airlines with the greatest flexibility possible. All updates can be managed
remotely by Solid State’s team, ensuring that the deployment of new updates is a completely hands-off
experience for airlines.
Full-Service Model
Solid State can provide both purchase and
lease options for the iPad hardware and
will handle implementation of a full,
turnkey IFE
solution.
Through
its
partnership with In Flight Solutions, Solid
State is the only IFE provider that offers full
ground handling and on-site logistics
support, all for one low, per-device flat fee.
Along with iPads, Solid State also provides
the latest ground carts and Atlas cart
solutions through our partner LocknCharge
Technologies,
and
all
additional
infrastructure necessary to effectively
implement an iPad-based IFE solution.
Analytics Information
Solid State delivers as standard, a detailed set of usage statistics that clearly details passenger viewing
habits, including movie, TV and audio hits, along with actual page views for magazines and other
printed materials. We can even feed this information back into our app giving passengers a list of the
most popular choices as viewed by other passengers. This powerful tool lets our airline customers
better tailor their IFE experience for maximum customer satisfaction.
To find out more, visit www.solidstateinflight.com or visit us at AIX Booth #6.1B31 in the IFE Zone.
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